AGENDA

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Rob Fix

DATE:

May 21, 2019

FROM:

Brian Goun

COPIES:

Ben Howard, Anthony Ammirati,

Alan Birdsall

SUBJECT:

Sea K Fish Site -PSA with Landau Associates

ACTION REQUESTED
Approve a motion authorizing the Executive Director to execute a Professional Services Agreement with
Landau Associates to perform environmental and engineering support services for the Sea K Fish site in the

amount of $85,000 plus a 10% contingency for a total authorized budget of $93,500.

BACKGROUND
The Sea K Fish site is located in the Blaine Marine Industrial Area in the vicinity of 225 Sigurdson Avenue.
The property is listed by the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) as a cleanup site; however,
there is not currently an Ecology agreement or order to perform cleanup activities at the site. The Port has
owned the upland areas since the mid-1940's. The State of Washington is the owner of the aquatic lands

adjacent to the Sea K Fish site. Initial investigations have confirmed contamination at the property which is
suspected to be associated with historic commercial activities such as underground storage tanks (USTs),
petroleum distribution, and fish processing.
The Port advertised a request for professional services (RFPS) to provide environmental and engineering
support services including development of data gaps, regulatory strategy, performing an environmental

investigation consistent with the Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) regulations, development of cleanup
options, and coordination with the Port s engineering team to coordinate a cleanup action with planned
infrastmcture improvements. One qualified environmental firm submitted a statement of qualifications and
Landau Associates was selected. Landau has assisted the Port with other successful environmental projects,
such as the adjacent Blaine Marina Inc. cleanup action. It is anticipated that the PSA will have future
amendments to adaptively manage project scope and budget based on regulatory and cleanup action
requirements.

The attached scope of work includes project management, data review and planning, conducting an
environmental investigation, providing a brief data report of the findings, and assisting the Port in
developing a regulatory strategy. The scope of services also includes maintaining containment
measures (e.g. boom) for an ongoing shoreline sheen at the site.

FISCAL IMPACT
Landau Associates estimates a cost of $85,000 for completing the attached scope of work at the Sea K Fish site.

A 10% contingency is being proposed, bringing the authorized total to $93,500. The project will be managed
under an existing account (#213.713.1900).

STRATEGIC PURPOSE
The project supports the Environmental Division 2019 services including pursuing the cleanup of historic
contamination and manage potential environmental liability associated with past industrial practices.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval.
Attachment: Proposal for Environmental and Engineering Support Services - Sea K Fish Cleanup Site

IA

LANDAU
ASSOCIATES

May 14,2019
Port of Bellingham
P.O. Box 1677

Bellingham,WA 98227-1670
Attn: Mr. Ben Howard
Transmitted via email to: benh@portofbellinciham.com
Re: Proposed Scope of Services and Cost Estimate
Environmental and Engineering Support Services
Sea K Fish Cleanup Site
Blaine, Washington
Dear Ben:
Landau Associates, Inc. (LAI) is pleased to submit our proposed scope of services and budget estimate
to the Port of Bellingham (Port) to provide environmental and engineering support services related to
the Sea K Fish cleanup site (Site) located in the marine industrial area of Blaine Harbor in Blaine,
Washington. Previous environmental investigations and cleanup actions have identified the release of
petroleum hydrocarbons related to historical activities that may affect soil, groundwater, or the
nearby marine sediment.

The scope of services described below is based on our understanding of the Port's requested services
for this project, and generally includes project management, data review and planning, conducting an
environmental investigation, providing a brief data report of the findings, and assisting the Port in
developing a regulatory strategy for cleaning up the Site. The scope of services also includes
maintaining containment measures (e.g., boom) for an ongoing shoreline sheen at the Site. After this
initial scope of services is completed, at the request of the Port, LAI may provide additional services to
include a formal remedial investigation and feasibility study (RI/FS), remedial design, permitting, and
construction support. The actual scope and required budget for those services would depend upon
the findings of the initial investigation described below, and the development of a preferred
regulatory approach.

Proposed Scope of Services
We have subdivided our services into the following tasks: 1) Project Management and Coordination,
2) Data Review and Project Planning, 3) Field Investigation Services, and 4) Reporting. The primary
activities that will be conducted during these tasks are described in the following subsections.
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Task 1: Project Management and Coordination
This task will include typical project management and coordination activities such as contracting with
LAI's subcontractors and subconsultants, budget tracking and forecasting, preparing invoices, internal
communications and coordination of the project team, external communications and coordination
with subconsultants, and meetings with the Port. We have additionally budgeted within this task for
limited coordination with the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology), which we anticipate
to require a low level of effort during the initial phase of the project scoped in this proposal. The
proposed budget for this task is approximately 11 percent of the overall project cost, which is slightly
above the 10 percent usually allotted, but necessary to account for coordination with a relatively large
number of subconsultants (survey, geotechnical drilling, environmental drilling, utility locates, boom
deployment contractor, and laboratory).

Task 2: Data Review and Project Planning
This task includes the following elements:
1. Reviewing existing reports regarding conditions at the Site
2. Coordinating and planning for investigation activities
3. Developing a strategic plan for Site cleanup based on the investigation results.
LAI will review reports related to environmental conditions at the Site. In addition to those presented
in the Port's request for qualifications, we will also review environmental reports related to
investigations and cleanups conducted at nearby properties, and geotechnical reports related to the
integrity of buildings and bulkheads at the Site. The integrity of buildings and bulkheads at the Site
may be relevant to both the further investigation of subsurface conditions, and cleanup efforts.
Previous cleanup efforts at the Site included excavation of contaminated soil. Excavation stopped
short of completely removing some visibly contaminated soil, due to the close proximity of Site
buildings. As a result, geotechnical information will be gathered to assist in planning for future
excavation activities, since they may be warranted.
As part of this task, we have also budgeted for the planning and coordination of field investigation
activities. Based on an efficient budget and schedule for completing the initial investigation activities
described herein, we will not prepare a stand-alone work plan. Instead, we will rely on this proposed
scope of work and typical industry standards (e.g. Guidance for Remediation of Petroleum
Contaminated Sites, Publication No. 10-09-057, Ecology 2016) related to field techniques and data
quality objectives, to collect the data necessary to plan for Site cleanup in a cost-effective manner. LAI
will prepare summary tables and figures outlining the proposed investigation work. The investigation
methods will be presented in an investigation report, as described below.
Finally, this task includes development of a strategic regulatory approach for implementing further
investigation or cleanup activities based on the findings of the investigation. This strategic planning
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activity is important for this project due to the availability of several regulatory approaches potentially
available for Site cleanup. It will not be clear which approach is the best option for cleanup of this Site
until further information related to the nature and extent of contamination is determined through
investigation.

Task 3: Field Investigation Services
This task will include an investigation of Site conditions to evaluate the extent of the petroleum
contamination observed during previous investigation and cleanup activities.
LAI's field investigation will include using direct-push methods to collect soil and groundwater
samples throughout the Site, analyzing the samples at an Ecology-accredited environmental
laboratory, and comparing the results to Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) cleanup standards. The
area to be investigated includes the open area covered by asphalt surfacing, and the upland area near
the bulkheads located beneath the existing structure. Based on previous reports, it appears likely that
petroleum hydrocarbon contamination exists in the subsurface throughout the area ranging in depths
from 5 to 10 feet below ground surface (bgs). The contamination appears related to releases from
leaking underground storage tanks (which have reportedly been removed), former fuel distribution
activities, and releases of hydraulic oil from fish processing equipment (which has also been
removed).

It is not yet clear whether the petroleum hydrocarbon contamination extends from these previously
identified source areas all the way to the shoreline. To evaluate this concern, some soil samples will
be collected from between the approximate areas of previous releases and the shoreline. Additional
samples of the intertidal area may be collected by hand during low-tide nearthe bulkhead to further
support the evaluation into the extent of contamination.
Field personnel from LAI will visit the Site to mark proposed boring locations (up to 20 locations)
inside and outside the building, and will contract with a private utility location service to check the
proposed locations for the presence ofsubsurface utilities.
For the purpose of estimating investigation costs, we assume two LAI personnel will spend up to 3
days in the field collecting soil and groundwater samples using the direct-push drill rig. Soil samples
will be visually evaluated and described, and screened for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) using a
photoionization detector. We have budgeted for the analysis of up to 24 soil samples for diesel-range
petroleum hydrocarbons by Method NWTPH-Dx, and 12 soil samples for gasoline-range petroleum
hydrocarbons by Method NWTPH-Gx, which additionally includes analysis forVOCs associated with
gasoline (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes; BTEX compounds). Additionally, our proposed
budget includes sampling up to four locations for metals (US Environmental Protection Agency [EPA]
Methods 6020/7471) carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (EPA Method 8270 SIM), and
polychlorinated biphenyls (EPA Method 8082). We have assumed four sampling locations will be
within the building, which will require concrete coring of the building slab to allow for access.
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For the groundwater evaluation, we have budgeted for sampling at six locations, though it may only
be possible to collect four in the time allotted. Groundwater samples will be analyzed for similar
constituents as the soil samples, and will include one field duplicate by Method NWTPH-Dx and
NWTPH-Gx. Additionally, one sample will be collected from investigation-derived wastewater and
analyzed by EPA Method 6020/7471 for metals. It is expected that groundwater samples collected
from temporary well points will have high turbidity, which will result in chemical concentrations that
are biased high. These initial results will be used to determine the need and the best placement for
permanent monitoring wells, from which more representative samples can be collected in the future.
For the intertidal area, we have budgeted for collecting up to six intertidal samples and laboratory
analysis for diesel-range petroleum hydrocarbons, and the sediment management standards criteria
including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, metals, grain size, and total organic carbon. We assume
the analytical results will also be sufficient for characterizing the investigation-derived waste (IDW)
generated during the field activities. We will attempt to collect intertidal samples during the
mobilization for the upland investigation. However, intertidal sample collection will be dependent on
tidal windows (collection during low-tide), which may not align with the upland investigation
schedule. Therefore, we've included budget for collection of intertidal samples during a separate
mobilization to the Site.
We propose to collect and archive more soil samples in the field than will initially be analyzed by the
laboratory. After analyzing the first batch of samples, archived samples may be tested if further
delineation of the extent of contamination is required.
In order to evaluate the geotechnical suitability for consideration in future excavation efforts, LAI will
conduct a limited geotechnical investigation, which will evaluate relative soil density. Relative soil
density will be evaluated by conducting a cone penetrometer test (CPT) at four locations. Each of the
four CPT locations will be advanced to approximately 75 feet bgs, or until refusal is met.
Lastly, in order to address the sheen observed along the shoreline, we will subcontract with Western
Refinery Services to deploy and maintain containment and sorbent booms along the shoreline. We
have assumed this can be accomplished during low-tide without the use of a boat, and that
approximately 250 feet of boom will be deployed.

Task 4: Reporting
The reporting approach for this task will be to validate and tabulate the investigation data, provide
tables comparing the validated results to applicable regulatory criteria, and provide figures showing
the Site layout and sampling locations and results. A text narrative will provide a brief summary of the
investigation methods and reference to the tables and figures for data. The geotechnical investigation
and results will be provided in an appendix to the report, in a stand-alone format suitable for sharing
with other engineers on the Port's team.
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Cost and Schedule
The estimated cost for providing the services described above are summarized below by task.
Estimated Budget
Task

Estimated Budget

Task 1: Project Management and Coordination

$9,500

Task 2: Data Review and Project Planning

$8,300

Task3: Field Investigation Services

$57,500
$9,700

Task 4: Reporting

$85,000

Total

We understand that our services, if approved, will be authorized through a professional services
agreement (PSA), in accordance with the terms and conditions described therein and the scope and
estimated budgets described above, and the attached 2019 compensation schedule. This proposal will
be attached to the PSA as Exhibit A. If approved, we are prepared to begin work immediately and will
complete field activities within 45 days of receipt of notice to proceed.
Our proposal includes the costs for several subcontractors or subconsultants, primarily associated
with the field services, including the utility locator, geotechnical drillers, environmental drillers,
laboratory services, IDW disposal, and support for shoreline boom deployment. The subconsultant
and subcontracted services are estimated at $42,000, approximately half of the total estimated
budget.
LAI will not be liable for damage to underground utilities resulting from implementation of the
activities described in this proposal, so long as the utilities are not shown on Site utility maps provided
by the Port at the location where the damage occurred or were not detected at the location where
the damage occurred by professional private and/or public utility locating services acting in
accordance with the standard of care normally employed by utility locating services in the locale
where this work will be performed. LAI offers the option to the Port to implement advanced
underground utility locating services, such as air-vacuum utility potholing or ground-penetrating
radar, to greatly reduce the potential to encounter and damage underground utilities during our
subsurface exploration activities. Please inform the undersigned if you wish to receive a quotation for
these additional underground utility locating services.
* * * * *
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Landau Associates

We look forward to providing continued support for the Port on this project. Please contact us if you
have any questions regarding our proposal or wish to discuss the project further.

LANDAU ASSOCIATES, INC.

Evelyn Ivei/PE
Senior Project Engineer

Jeremy Davfs, PE
Senior Associate Engineer

JMD/EHI/LDB/ccy
X:\P_Bell[ngham\2019.03 Sea-K\Cost Proposal\Sea K_prop.docx
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COMPENSATION SCHEDULE - 2019 •" ASSOCIATES
Personnel

Senior

Labor

Hourly

Principal

Principal
Senior

Senior

Senior

Senior
Staff

/Senior

185

170

155
155

Designer

Technician

Specialist

CAD/GIS
Project

230

205

Analyst

Staff/CAD

Data

250

Project

Project
GIS

270

Associate

Associate

Rate

II

139
124

124

Technician

Coordinator

124
112

Assistant/Senior Technician I 103
Technician
Support

Staff

83
72

Expert professional testimony in court, deposition, declaration, arbitration, or public testimony is charged at
1.5 times the hourly rate.
Rates apply to all labor, including overtime.

Equipment
Field, laboratory, and office equipment used in the direct performance of authorized work is charged at unit rates.
A rate schedule will be provided on request.
Subcontractor Services and Other Expenses
Subcontractor billing and other project expenses incurred in the direct performance of authorized routine services
will normally be charged at a rate of cost plus a twelve percent (12%) handling charge. A higher handling charge for
technical subconsultants and for high-risk field operations may be negotiated on an individual project basis;
similarly, a lower handling charge may be negotiated on projects requiring disproportionally high subconsultant
involvement.

Invoices
Invoices for Landau Associates' services will be issued monthly. Interest of 1% percent per month (but not
exceeding the maximum rate allowable by law) will be payable on any amounts not paid within 30 days.
Term
Unless otherwise agreed, Landau Associates reserves the right to make reasonable adjustments to our compensation
rates overtime (e.g., long-term continuing projects).
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